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Mistake 1
• Access points with integrated omni-directional antennas (where the max gain is sideways) are placed among or above metal air ducts, grids and large lamp reflectors.
• Outcome: A lot of reflections and refractions cause multiple copies of the signal to arrive at receivers, thereby dropping the data rates. As the radio waves reflect in random directions, the signal strength suffers at both ends.

Mistake 2
• Access point integrated dipole antennas stick partially through a small hole in a metal ceiling panel, AP cover or metal grid.
• Outcome: The antenna element has detuned and part of the energy is now directed upwards. Antennas protruding halfway in this manner create a total mess.

Mistake 3
• An antenna element is placed on top of a ceiling panel made of unknown material with $\varepsilon_r > 1$.
• Outcome: Antenna is detuned to another frequency, the radiation pattern and impedance matching are altered at the target operating frequency. Antenna gain becomes attenuation.

Mistake 4
• Access points with standard omni-directional antennas are placed on a high ceilings — 4-5 meters high (13-16 feet.)
• Outcome: Most of the energy is directed sideways towards other access points causing co-channel interference. Also, antenna gain shoots over the target area and data rates are reduced.

Mistake 5
• Directional, high gain omni-directional antennas are used and placed on a high ceiling.
• Outcome: These antennas have narrow beams pointing sideways, therefore, significant overshooting and even more co-channel interference takes place.

Mistake 6
• Access points with omni-directional antennas are placed next to a thick wall.
• Outcome: Half of the antenna’s gain is lost as the antenna tries to pick up signals from the wall, which is an unused direction.

Mistake 7
• Access points with sideways gain patterns and designed for ceiling mounting are installed on a wall.
• Outcome: The gain goes up and down, amplifying interference and decreasing signal levels.

Mistake 8
• Antennas are painted with a metallic paint.
• Outcome: Signal attenuation due to the conductive surface.

Mistake 9
• End user terminals (such as laptops) are placed in metal enclosures, like carts.
• Outcome: the proximity of the conductive material causes antenna detuning and the energy cannot radiate outside the box. A very large attenuation in signal levels is the result (>10 dB).

Mistake 10
• Often it is forgotten in network planning that VoIP terminals are placed against the human head with a hand covering the other side.
• Outcome: Site surveys with laptop card and standard limits give completely different results.
Despite the challenge, there are some rules of thumb that help with getting good performance out of antennas:

- Larger antennas have typically better performance than smaller ones. Gain/directivity is not available from a very small surface area.
- Know and understand your antenna radiation patterns. Point antennas gain towards users.
- Make antennas visible to end users, do not hide them above the ceiling grid.
- Do not place anything conductive near antennas. Allow 3 feet of distance, preferably more.
- Use good quality external antennas, as the integrated antennas often have been compromised for design, though there are some exceptions.
- Simple dipole antennas or four-six leg spider-like APs are rarely an optimal selection.
- If you use omni-directional antennas, look for ones that have down tilt and attenuate upwards signals clearly. For example, max antenna gain does not go straight sideways but travels partially down.
- In high ceilings, use relatively high gain(6-9 dB) patch antennas directed downwards.
- Use antennas that support all MIMO inputs/outputs available from an access point.
- Single frequency antenna elements often perform better than dual tuned elements.
- When available and supported, always use diversity antenna at the AP. Remember to enable it from the radio configuration settings.
- Allow 5 dB for additional hand/head attenuation for VoIP terminals.
- Remember to adjust AP output power in relation to antenna gain.
- Place APs with down tilt antennas horizontally to the ceiling, not vertically to a wall.
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